
THE EXCAVATIONS

EXTRACTION OF STONE

INTRODUCTION

Mr T.e. Brown reported as early as 11th August 1868 the following thoughts to the British
Archaeological Association during its visit to Cirencester (Brown, T.e., 1869, 102) ... "the
Querns (probably Coerns), which is particularly deserving your attention. It was the place of
quarries. There the Romans dug stone, and of the rubbish formed the amphitheatre; and among
the hills and valleys, extending over many acres, there have been found stone coffins, cinerary
urns, skeletons (some with fetters on), and rude sarcophagi made of two sections of the shaft of
a column hollowed out to receive an urn. The Romans, a people delighting in games out of
doors, in the Querns not only amused themselves, but there also buried their dead; and no
doubt it was the common place to which all the people resorted".

Stone for buildings, walls and streets was required early in the Roman period, and the town
shows a great flourish of construction in stone in the late first century. Oolitic limestone was
used for the two military tombstones found in 1935-6 outside the South Gate (Gazetteer nos.
2003-2004, mf. 5/5), and it must therefore have been quarried locally within twenty years of
the Conquest. The wealth of columns, capitals and bases, sculptures and inscriptions in the
Bath and Cirencester regions in oolitic limestone points to working of the stone on a large
scale. Dunning believed that Cotswold quarries had been opened up by the sixties of the first
century (Dunning, 1936, 4) to supply the monolithic blocks five feet long which formed part of
the monument of Classicianus, Procurator of Britain. The Roman sculptor Sulinus attested by
RIB 105 at Cirencester and RIB 151 at Bath, would have known the local quarries of the region
well. Exploitation of the stone, from either quarry source, or disused buildings within the town
continued throughout the Roman period, stone representing the principal building material in
Cirencester where little evidence of tile as a structural component other than in hypocausts or
roofs has been found (see MeWhirr, 1978, 77, pI. XXXVlla, however, for its use in a half
timbered wall). It has been estimated that some 2,414 cubic metres of stone would have been
required to build the defensive town wall, and re-furbishing of the town defences in the third
century may have resulted in the re-exploitation of former quarries, despite secondary uses as
burial grounds having been found for them. Thus in EA 78 disturbed human skeletal fragments
were recovered from quarry backfill, the implication being that the winning of stone took
precedence over the preservaton of burial grounds.

EA 78 (QUERNS HOUSE, KITCHEN GARDEN) by Tim Darvill

In 1978, in advance of development of the site for a new ambulance station, limited excavations
were undertaken in the former kitchen garden of the Querns House, about 100 m. north-west
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Fig. 8. Plan of EA 78 areas I and II

of third century date and burials with associated finds. Burial 1104 had been placed supine on
the floor of the lowest bed of stone before quarry backfilling was begun as no intrusive slot
could be detected. The burial was that of an adult male on a north-south orientation dictated by
the line of the quarry face against which he was lying, wearing a pair of hobnailed shoes or
boots, and clutching a small unidentifiable iron object in his right hand. Burial 1105, in Area II,
was deposited in very similar circumstances lying supine on the lowest bed of rock and parallel
to the rock face. In this case, however, a slot had been roughly cut from the lowest tip line, the
burial inserted, and the grave backfilled with the material which had been dug out. The adult
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could not be accurately sexed. Over the central chest region was an iron brooch. The third
burial, 1106, was recovered at a higher level, just below the lower tip line about 60 em. above
the quarry floor. No cut through the tip line could be detected suggesting that it was inserted
during the infilling process. The body was that of a birth-sized infant, accompanied by a
complete narrow-necked Black Burnished cooking jar, of middle-late third century date.
Within the general matrix of the backfilling were many fragments of human bone, and the
shattered sherds of a late first-early second century glass bottle.

The quarry face itself was of a varying height, rising in the east of Area I to about 1.5 m.
above the quarry floor, but only 0.5 m. high in the west of Area II. The Great Oolite, because
of its bedding and jointing is very suited to extraction in blocks for working 'up into squared
building stones. The face of the quarry in Area I, pis. 2 and 3, was cleaned with particular
attention when cylindrical pick or wedge marks were noticed where the stone had been cut off
the face. The working surface or' the quarry face was stepped, typical of removing Cotswold
stone in usable blocks, and of course dictated by the bedding and cleavage planes in the rock. In
all about 20 examples of these wedge slots were noted, all semi-circular in shape about 1 em. in
diameter. Where several occurred as a group they were spaced at 30-35 em. intervals and all
were on the cdges of the face step.

The practice of working to a face is usual in stone extraction, but in this case the height of the
face was limited by the depth of the band of stone, which changed immediately below the
lowest exposed bed at this point to a much softer rock, which when wet became slightly
plastic, and which would have been useless for building. In Area II much of the rock had been
removed down to the top of this softer band, which formed the floor of the quarry, with only
occasional outliers of the harder limestone remaining. Wedge marks were also recorded round
these outliers of stone.

Area III, fig. 9, was located to test the hypothesis that the Fosse Way skirted the amphitheatre
on the north side, to join up with a section of road found in the grounds of the Quems Hospital
in 1973 (McWhirr, 1978,64). A road was discovered but its scale was inappropriate to it being
the Fosse Way, and its construction was not the same as the sections in the Querns 1973 excava
tions, and CT 71-2, (p. 46). It would appear that quarry waste oflimestone brash was levelled
out and rammed hard to form the surface of the road, FlO, layer 26, about 6.3 m. wide, figs. 9
and 11. Water washing down over the exposed surrounding stone deposited a fme light grey silt
over the southern side of the road. Subsequently a layer of limestone brash was laid over the
southern part of the road restricting its width to c. 3.4 m., and resulting in the concentration of
rutting close to the bank. Repairs to the road were carried out, and a gully leading from the
road was presumably scraped out to try and prevent water staying on the surface. After the
abandonment of the road, further silting and rain wash from surrounding slopes and exposed
stone left a thick wedge over the road, containing much residual Roman pottery and human
bone. It is probable therefore to conjecture the line of the Fosse running to the north of Area III
and between the ?long barrow. The relative chronological positions of the quarry and the road
way were difficult to assess because they could not be stratigraphically linked, due to the
logistical necessity of maintaining access to the site.

To summarize the stages of development of the area it would appear that initial activity on
the site was the opening up of the area for stone extraction, working to a quarry face and thus
producing the mounds of debris which characterize the area to the present day. Within area III
the mounds were levelled to produce the wide road to give continuing access to quarry areas
located within Areas I and II. As sources of usable stone were exhausted backfilling in
redundant areas continued with burials being placed on convenient ledges. Quarry rubble and
slope-wash reduced the width of the road in Area III, which probably continued to give access
to other parts of the working area.

To append actual dates to this suggested chronology is very difficult. The majority of the
pottery is obviously redeposited as is the whole of the quarry fill, except for the pot associated
with burial 1106 dated to the middle-late third century. No dating evidence was obtained from
the road, as the re-deposited material in the silting is valueless for dating. None of the pottery
from the quarry fill need be later than the late third century, thus providing the only clue to the
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date of the working. Little time elapsed between the termination of the stone extraction and
back-filling as the quarry face was 'fresh' with no evidence of frost shattering which would be
expected if the face had been left exposed over a winter. Demand for stone in the third and
fourth centuries might have been high if the chronology proposed by Wacher is accepted for
the re-furbishing of the town defences with the wide stone wall (Wacher, 1974,302). The final
clue as to the date of the quarries comes from the small but useful group of coins, derived from
post-quarry filling features. The three coins range in date from A.D. 330-360, suggesting that
by the mid-fourth century the quarry was backfilled ~ a" pattern well in accord with the
evidence from within the quarry.

1981 OBSERVATIONS by David Wilkinson

Construction work for the Ambulance Station with preliminary site clearance and installation of
services began in May 1981, and permission to carry out archaeological observation was
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granted by the Gloueestershire Area Health Authority and the contractors Newcombe Beard
Ltd.. The information retrieved by site visits, and recording of mechanically cut sections has
augmented details recovered during excavations in 1978, p. 38.

SITE PREPARATION

The construction of a new site access from the north (fig. 12) involved the removal of c. 60 em.
of topsoil along the proposed route. About 25 m. from its junction with the main access road to
Querns House, brash was exposed below a brown clay subsoil. Although no good worn
metalled surfaces could be recognised, this may represent the top layers of a road or track,
aligned north-west to south-east.

Similar layers of brash, composed of stones in a sandy clay, were exposed at the entrance to
the walled garden. The top surface of this material was up to 25 em. higher than the reduced
level of 113.30 m. and may yet again represent a track or road. Fig 12.
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FOUNDATIONS

The excavation of trenches for the building foundations involved the removal of up to 2 rn. of
material following a general reduction in ground level of between 40 em. and 1 m. to 113.30 m.
O. D.. Diagrammatic section drawings were made of some of the trench sides and these are
illustrated in fig. 13. The letter codes refer to those in fig. 12. In the course of its operations the
JeB removed material down to the level of the bedrock which survived to a much higher level
at points just north of 'H' and 'B', an indication that to the south much had been removed in
quarrying. It is also to be noted that the fill On the north side of this surviving limestone ridge
was composed in the main of brash, whereas that to the south was composed predominantly of
silts and clay. It can be postulated that quarrying took place in the northern area first, working
southwards to a face, to be followed by quarrying in the southern area working northwards.
The waste from this second working was dumped into the disused quarry to the north. In
contrast, the southern quarry when abandoned filled naturally with material washed from the
surrounding higher ground.

The limestone ridge to the west of :J-G' corresponds to F6 discovered in EA 78 I and II.
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Excavations in 1978 in Area III showed that the brash had been deposited during the Roman
period, probably during the late 3rd century. It is possible to suggest that at least 1.3 m. and
probably more than 3 m. of stone has been quarried from the bedrock in the area of A-B.

SERVICE TRENCH

Excavation of a north-south trench for a soil drain to connect the ambulance station with the
soil drain north of the roundabout provided much valuable information, particularly of the
underlying geology. The fill of the trench to the north of the drawn section, fig. 13, was in the
main of brown clay. In places the clay was silty, grey or with a fIne gravel admixture. At the
northern end, traces of grey limestone were observed in the bottom of the trench, at 110.0 m.
a.D..

Fig. 13 L-M represents a 25 m. length of the east side of the trench. There is little doubt that
the trench crossed the line of a geological fault with a dip of 110 south and a strike of 2830

•

(Information provided by Dr. J. Harpen of St. Paul's College, Cheltenham). The white
limestone bedrock, with intervening beds of marl, had been uplifted in relation to the clays and
the grey limestone. At the time of writing it has not been possible to define the grey limestone
as being from the Forest' Marble or Kemble beds. It would appear that the Romans were
conscious of the presence of the fault line and had begun their quarrying adjacent to it. It is not
clear, however, if layers of white limestone were removed from the section illustrated, although
failure to observe an old ground surface suggests they had.

The oxidised appearance of the upper clay deposits at the north end would suggest waste
material deposited as a result of soil clearance prior to quarrying. Unfortunately the trench at
this point was excavated in two stages. A trench about 3 m. wide was cut down to a level of
114.5 m. a.D. prior to a narrow trench 80 cm. wide being excavated for the drain itself. lt can
be seen that this split level occurs at a crucial point and since the stratification could not be
clearly seen, allows for alternative interpretations.

It is clear that quarry waste was being dumped onto the surviving surface of the white
limestone and that the large agger so created along the south side of the boundary fence clearly
contained surfaces and was used as a road. The top surfaces of the road had however been
disturbed by the root action of trees. Some of the layers of brash on the north side of the road
were little more than tips of waste and the road had no definite edges. Some washed material
from the road was deposited on the north side although the deposits were very mixed.

The jeB removed a skeleton from the upper spit of the soil drain trench leaving only the
lower legs and feet in the baulk. The bones which survived in situ together with some loose
bones from the spoil heap were allocated burial number 1140. Associated with the burial were a
few sherds of Roman pottery and the position of the lower legs would suggest orientation
east-west.

In section the southern end of the soil drain pipe trench crossing EA 78 III, revealed definite
metalled surfaces, with perhaps more within the layer described as 'gravel and stones'. These
appear to have been laid on top of the brash derived from quarry working.

In conclusion, it can be seen that the line of the Roman road observed during the
construction of the access road and in the soil pipe trench can be linked with the previously
recorded segments to the east and north-west. It continues about 14 m. to the north of the
walled garden as observed in the soil drain trench and thus well to the north of the 1978
excavations in EA III. This road can now be regarded as being the Fosse Way.

The road surfaces recorded at the south-east end of the new access road, and at the southern
end of the soil drain trench (and EA 78 III) represent spur roads and tracks leading off the main
road into the quarries. These ephemeral tracks would presumably have only short useful lives as
quarried areas were abandoned, backfilled and new ones opened. All the mounds in the area can
be regarded as quarry waste heaps until proved otherwise. This suggests that the area of Roman
quarrying may have been in the region often acres (4ha.). The level of the stone above sea level
prior to quarrying is likely to have been 116 m. at the north side of the quarry and could have
been as high as 125 m. at the southern edge in the region of Cotswold Close. The level of the
quarry base as revealed in the foundation trenches of the ambulance station was 111.3 m. a.D.
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The area to the south-east of the amphitheatre, fig. 4, is dominated by the steep sides of a
semi-circular hollow, 10 m. high. Archaeological investigation of the face was not feasible, but
there is the strongest supposition that the whole area forms the remains of a worked quarry,
first exploited by the Romans.

In excavations south of the Fosse Way, 1969-74, positive evidence for quarrying activity as
found in EA 78 was not observed, although in a west-east section cut mechanically along the
north face of CS 71-3 4, a bench of oolitic limestone was uncovered at a depth of 1.37 m., fig.
14, extending southwards for 0.92 m .. No evidence of tooling on the exposed surfaces was
detectable. The limestone rubble overburden covered the step to a depth of 0.61 m. and was of
a similar nature to that recorded in EA 78, layer 14. Small fragments of animal bone, and
abraided sherds of Roman pottery recovered from the bucket of the JCB indicated the
redeposited nature of the rubble waste. In contrast to the area north-west of the amphitheatre
there was no evidence to suggest that the quarry was being exploited whilst burial was taking
place in the area. The accumulation of deposits of brown-black earth over the area - both
naturally and augmented by positive dumping from elsewhere - appears to have levelled-out
the quarry area before burial took place. Roman burials were located c. 50 m. from the sides of
the hollow, in CS 70 exploratory trenches A-D, cut into black earth, with the deepest actually
cut into the underlying quarry rubble. The documentary evidence, p. 28, does not suggest
active medieval quarrying in the area, and the absence of quarry rubble sealing these burials so
close to the face would tend to support this.

Evidence for a service road into the quarry area was recorded in CS 71-3 4. A compacted
layer of stone with tile and iron fragments embedded in its surface was observed, with rutting
on a north-south alignment. Grey-green silt had been washed into a dip in the road (as seen in
section fig. 15, layer 3) presumably carried by rainwater washing down the slope to the north.
An attempt to level out the site was made, layer 2, with a few large stones tossed into the silt to
give a foundation for patches of smaller stones. Subsequent burials in the vicinty cut through
this secondary road surface, and were found lying on top of the earliest road, for example
burials 273 and 263, fig. 15. The track itself seems to have been a branch from the Fosse Way,
and was used to take stone out of the quarry.

A V-sectioned ditch was traced in three trenches, CS 70 fig. 16 section H-G, CS 713, and CS
71-3 4 fig. 14, running in a north-south direction before tuming south-east in CS 71-3 4. Its
date and precise function remains uncertain. The road surface described above extended to the
lip of the ditch in CS 71-34 with no clear-cut division between the road surface and the rubble
sides of the ditch. In section, the earliest phase of the ditch appears to be contemporary with the
road and therefore presumably with the quarrying activity.

Pottery from the ditch would indicate that it had been allowed to silt up with black earth
from the mid-third century, and burials, such as 134, discovered lying along its length must
post-date that date. However, it may have remained open 'in the earliest stages of the areas' use
as a cemetery as north-south burials were recorded lying parallel to it; and two stone coffins
223 and 42 were similarly parallel to it on a NW/SE alignment as it turned south-east, fig. 2.

Evidence for extraction oflimestone by tunnelling in the Roman period could not be proved,
and the abundance of outcrops probably allowed for extensive surface workings, without the
need to go underground. In 1975 construction of the relief road, and in particular the
realignment of Quems Hill over a new road bridge led to the discovery of tunnels and shafts in
former arable land known locally as 'The Bumpy Fields'. Local stories of tunnels have been
current for many years, linking the Bull Ring (amphitheatre) in tum with the town, parish
church or Lord Bathurst's mansion. The 1975 discovery has confirmed at least the presence of
quarrying tunnels, but of uncertain date. A date of 1836 painted/scratched on the roof of one of
the tunnels would imply that they were at least accessible, if not actually being worked, at that
time.

The great variation in the depth at which limestone rubble was encountered in the areas
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sampled provided further evidence to substantiate extensive quarrying. In parts of CS 71-3 4
black earth overburden was 0.76 m. thick, and in places as little as 0.23 m .. Similar depths were
encountered in CS 73 9 and CS 74 10 to the west, but only 10 m. north in CS 73 8 a total depth
of 1.84 m. of black soil had to be removed before limestone rubble was uncovered. Density of
burial was also greatest in this trench - the Roman grave diggers on the site evidently knew
either from previous knowledge, or practical experience the areas with the greatest depth of
black earth. CS 74 10 was extended northwards in an attempt to correlate the natural rock
profile with that of CS 72-3 8. Certainly in the north of the trench a depth of c. 1.60 m. of
black earth sealed limestone rubble with burials 328 and 322 at depths of 1.52 m. and 1.42 m.
respectively. In the small area uncovered there was certainly not the density of burial as found
in CS 72-3 8. Sections suggested that this may have been the outer lip of a large hollow infilled
with black earth, and because of the relatively greater depth of easily dug soil was the most
heavily used area. It has often been noted in medieval graveyards that continued use over long
periods has raised the height of the ground surface to completely encircle the church and create
an island plateau in relation to the level of the surrounding ground. This phenomenon must
have also occurred in heavily used Roman cemeteries, and could further account for the greater
depth of black earth.


